In the literature, various supervised learning approaches have been adopted to address the task of reader emotion classification. However, the classification performance greatly suffers when the size of the labeled data is limited. In this paper, we propose a two-view label propagation approach to semi-supervised reader emotion classification by exploiting two views, namely source text and response text in a label propagation algorithm. Specifically, our approach depends on two word-document bipartite graphs to model the relationship among the samples in the two views respectively. Besides, the two bipartite graphs are integrated by linking each source text sample with its corresponding response text sample via a lengthsensitive transition probability. In this way, our two-view label propagation approach to semi-supervised reader emotion classification largely alleviates the reliance on the strong sufficiency and independence assumptions of the two views, as required in co-training. Empirical evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of our two-view label propagation approach to semi-supervised reader emotion classification.
, given the news text about earthquake, the writer emotion is more likely to be neutral due to the professionalism of the news reporter, while the reader emotion might be sadness, or worry. Recent years have seen growing interest in reader emotion classification due to its importance in more and more real-life applications, such as content recommendation and online advertisement.
Conventional approaches to reader emotion classification conceptualize the task as a supervised learning problem and rely on a large-scale human-annotated data for model learning. Although such supervised approaches deliver reasonably good performance, the reliance on labeled data, which is normally difficult and highly expensive to obtain, presents a major obstacle to the widespread application of reader emotion classification.
To alleviate the problem above, Liu et al. (2013) originally propose a semi-supervised learning approach to reader emotion classification to improve the performance by enlarging the labeled data with automatically inferred annotations of unlabeled instances. Their basic idea mainly lies on unique characteristics in reader emotion analysis, different from the case in writer emotion analysis. That is, apart from the source text (e.g., news text), another type of text, the response text (e.g., comment text) written by the reader as a response to the source text, is available to help determine the reader emotion of the source text. For example, in Figure 1 , the comment "Why there is always an earthquake, so sad, wish all the best" explicitly express reader emotion sadness. Therefore, the source text and the response text are casted respectively as two views in a co-training algorithm to perform semi-supervised learning.
However, the success of co-training largely depends on two strong underlying assumptions, i.e., sufficiency and independence, of the two views (Blum and Mitchell, 1998) , which are actually violated in reader emotion classification when the source text and response text are utilized as two views.
On one hand, the response text often lacks sufficient information to correctly predict the label of an instance, since the response text tends to be short. For example, in Figure 1 , if there is only one existing comment, e.g., (1) "Be sure to cherish the golden rescue time", the reader emotion is difficult to predict because no emotion is clearly expressed in this sentence. Even worse, as an extreme example, the source text (e.g., some newly posted news) sometimes has no response at all.
On the other hand, the response text normally depends on the source text, since both the response text and the source text talk about the same topics. It is really hard for them to meet the view independence assumption in co-training.
In this paper, we propose a novel semi-supervised learning approach, namely two-view label propagation (LP), to reader emotion classification. As an extension of traditional label propagation with a single view (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002) , our two-view LP approach depends on two graphs, i.e., one depicting the connections among the source text samples and the other depicting the connections among the response text samples. Besides, the two graphs are integrated by linking each source text sample with its corresponding response text sample to capture the dependence between the source text and the response text. Such a two-view LP approach thus avoids the independence assumption, as required in traditional co-training. Finally, we assign a variable weight between each source text sample and its response text sample to address the information insufficiency in the response text. Specifically, we design a length-sensitive linear function to calculate the transition probability between the source and response text samples.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related work on emotion classification. Section 3 introduces the baseline approach to semi-supervised reader emotion classification with single-view label propagation. Section 4 presents our two-view label propagation approach to semi-supervised reader emotion classification. Section 5 empirically evaluates our approach. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion and future work.
Related Work
Among the large number of studies in sentiment analysis over the last decade (Pang et al., 2002; Turney, 2002; Alm et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2009) , only a small portion focus on emotion classification.
Besides those on emotion resource construction, such as emotion lexicon building (Xu et al., 2010; Volkova et al., 2012; Staiano and Guerini, 2014 ) and sentence-level or document-level corpus construction (Quan and Ren, 2009; Das and Bandyopadhyay, 2009) , most of previous studies on emotion classification are devoted to designing novel classification approaches to emotion classification (Alm et al., More recently, Liu et al. (2013) propose a co-training approach to semi-supervised learning on reader emotion classification by considering the message text and the comment text as two views. However, their success is much limited due to the required two strong assumptions on co-training, i.e. sufficiency and independence assumptions on the two views in co-training.
Single-view LP to Semi-supervised Reader Emotion Classification
In reader emotion classification, each target (e.g., a news article) is represented by two kinds of text, namely source text and response text. Formally, we refer the training data containing the source text samples as Table 1 illustrates some important symbols. Figure 2 illustrates the framework of the LP-based semi-supervised approach to when only the view of the source text is utilized. Traditional label propagation (LP) is a graph-based semi-supervised learning approach with a single view (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002) . In general, a LP-based approach to semisupervised learning consists of two main steps: graph construction to represent the relationship among the document samples and label propagation to propagate the labels of the labeled data to the unlabeled M : The nn  transition probability matrix
Output:
The unlabeled data with prediction labels Procedure: 1) Initialize P as 0 P a) Assign each labeled sample with a fixed probability distribution (1, 0) or (0,1) according to its label r; b) Assign each unlabeled sample with an initial probability distribution (0.5, 0.5); 2) Loop until P converges; a) Propagate the labels of any vertex to nearby vertices by In detail, in the first step, we adopt a word-document bipartite graph to model the relationship among the document samples due to its excellent performance in sentiment classification (Sindhwani and Melville, 2008) . Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the word-document bipartite graph, in which the nodes consist of two parts: all documents and all words extracted from the documents. In the second step, we adopt the standard LP algorithm to perform semi-supervised learning. In detail, Figure 4 illustrates the LP algorithm (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002) , during which the probabilities of the labeled data are clamped in each loop using their initial ones and act as a force to propagate their labels to the unlabeled data.
Two-View LP to Semi-supervised Reader Emotion Classification
Figure 5: The framework of our two-view label propagation approach to semi-supervised learning on reader emotion classification Figure 6 : The joint two-view graph that contains both the source and response text sub-graphs Figure 5 illustrates the framework of our LP-based semi-supervised approach to reader emotion classification when two views, i.e., the source text and the response text, are utilized. The graph in our approach consists of two sub-graphs, i.e., s G and r G , and each of them is modeled as a word-document bipartite graph. Each pair of the source text document and its corresponding response text document is connected to join the two sub-graphs together. Figure 6 illustrates the joint two-view graph of both the source text and response text data.
Basically, the transition probability between the source text document and its corresponding response text document can be set to 1, assuming that they exhibit the same category. Therefore, the transition probability matrix 
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Where I is an identity matrix of dimension n, containing ones along the diagonal and zeros in all other positions; s M and r M are the transition probability matrixes, calculated using formula (1) in the subgraphs, s G and r G , respectively. However, when a response text contains too few information or even no words, it becomes a noisy sample. In this scenario, it is not appropriate to propagate the emotion label of its source-text sample to this noisy sample. Therefore, for the source text sample and its corresponding response text sample (e.g., l denotes the threshold of the document length. If the length is larger than this threshold, it is given a transition probability of 1. If the length is smaller than this threshold, the longer the response text sample it is, the higher transition probability it has.
Accordingly, the transition probability matrix Where '
I is a matrix of dimension n, containing the transition probabilities, calculated using formula (3).
Experimentation
We systematically evaluate our semi-supervised learning approach to reader emotion classification.
Experimental Settings
Data collection: The data is collected from Yahoo! Kimo News (http://tw.news.yahoo.com). Each news article and its comments are considered as a source-text sample and a response-text sample, respectively. Besides, each news article is voted with emotion tags from eight categories : happy, sad, angry, meaningless, boring, heartwarming, worried, and useful. Following Liu et al. (2013) , we consider happy and heartwarming as positive category while sad, angry, boring, and worried as negative category. The emotion label of a news article is automatically derived from the votes, i.e. the news article with over 10 votes of positive (negative) emotions is assigned with a positive (or negative) label. Unlike Liu et al. (2013) , we do not filter those news articles with less than 5 comments.
Data setting: We randomly select 1300 positive and 1300 negative source and response instances for the empirical study. Among them, 300 positive and 300 negative source and response instances are used as test data while the remaining 1000 positive and 1000 negative source and response instances are used as training data. In the training data, we select 0.5%, 1%, and 2% data as initial labeled data and the remaining data as unlabeled data respectively.
Features: Each source (or response) text is treated as a bag-of-words and transformed into binary vectors encoding the presence or absence of word unigrams.
Classification algorithm: The maximum entropy (ME) classifier implemented with the Mallet Toolkits (http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/).
Evaluation Measurement: The performance is evaluated using the standard accuracy measurement. Significance test: T-test is used to evaluate the significance of the performance difference between two approaches (Yang and Liu, 1999) .
Experimental Results on Single-view LP
In this section, we compare different approaches to semi-supervised learning on reader emotion classification when only one view is utilized. For fair comparison, we implement following approaches:  Baseline: using only labeled data to train the classifier for predicting the reader emotion of each view (No unlabeled data is used.)  Self-training: using self-training, a simple bootstrapping approach, to iteratively add the high-confident unlabeled samples as automatically labeled samples in each view.  Single-view LP: first using the word-document bipartite graph to model the relationship among the document samples in each view and then applying label propagation to perform semi-supervised learning as introduced in Section 3.1. Figure 7 shows the performance of different approaches when either the source-text or the responsetext view is utilized. From the figure, we can see that self-training performs dramatically worse than the single-view LP approach, even worse than the baseline approach. In general, the single-view LP approach is effective on using unlabeled data to improve the performance, although the average improvement is limited with around 2%. Besides, the single-view LP approach fails in the case when only 0.5% of the training data are used as initial labeled data. This is possibly because too few initial labeled samples make it extremely difficult to correctly bootstrap enough unlabeled samples.
Experimental Results on Two-view LP
In this section, we compare different approaches to semi-supervised learning on reader emotion classification when two views are utilized. For comparison, we implement following approaches:  Co-training: using the source-text and response-text as two views in co-training, as described in Liu et al. (2013) .  Two-view LP: our two-view LP approach with the unique transition probability of 1 between the source-text sample and its response-text sample.  Two-view LP (New): the two-view LP approach with a variable transition probability between the source text sample and its corresponding response text sample, as calculated with formula (3). Here, 
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Co-training Two-view LP Two-view LP(New) Figure 9 : Sensitiveness of the performance on parameter max l parameter max l is fine-tuned to be 50. Figure 8 shows the performance of different approaches when both the source-text and the responsetext views are utilized. From this figure, we can see that the two-view LP approach performs much better than co-training. Significance test shows that the improvement of two-view LP (New) over two-view LP is significant (p-value<0.05 ). This indicates the appropriateness of a variable transition probability between the source text sample and its corresponding response text sample.
From both Figure 7 and Figure 8 , we can see that co-training fails to exploit unlabeled data to improve the performance, quite different from that in Liu et al. (2013) . This is mainly due to the fact that the response text samples in our data contain much less comments. This makes the sufficiency assumption violated in co-training. Furthermore, we find that two-view LP significantly outperforms single-view LP (p-value<0.05) with a large margin. This verifies the effectiveness of using two views to perform semi-supervised learning on reader emotion classification.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the performance of two-view LP (New) with varying values of parameter max l when testing on the source-text samples. Due to the space limitation, we only show the performance when using 2% training data as the initial labeled data. From this figure, we can see that our approach performs consistently well when the parameter is set from 40 to 90, which is a very broad range.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel approach, namely, two-view label propagation, to semi-supervised learning on reader emotion classification. Our approach consists of two main steps: (1) constructing a joint graph containing two word-document bipartite sub-graphs; (2) performing label propagation to incorporate the unlabeled data. Furthermore, we design a length-sensitive function to measure the transition probability from a source text sample to its responding response text sample. Experimental studies demonstrate that our two-view label propagation approach is capable of employing the two views and unlabeled data to improve the performance.
This work mainly focuses on reader emotion classification with only two categories, i.e., positive and negative emotions. In the future work, we will explore semi-supervised learning on reader emotion classification when more fine-grained categories, such as happiness, sadness, and anger, are considered. Moreover, given the wide potential of the two-view LP approach, we will explore it in other NLP tasks where two views are involved.
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